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SWMM – Storm Water 
Management Model
2
SWMM is a distributed, dynamic rainfall-runoff simulation model used 
for single event or long-term (continuous) simulation of runoff quantity 
and quality from primarily urban areas. Original SWMM was designed 





Typical Applications of SWMM 
Through the Decades
Support of EPA and federal programs, e.g., NPDES, CSO, TMDL, 
floodplain analysis.
Design and sizing of drainage system components, including detention 
facilities, “routine drainage design”
Floodplain mapping of natural channel systems
Control of combined and sanitary sewer overflows (CSOs and SSOs), 
especially for complex hydraulics
Generating nonpoint source pollutant loadings for waste load allocation 
studies
Flow-duration analysis
Evaluating BMPs and LID (low-impact 
development) for sustainability goals 




Several thousand model 
holders. Used in 100s –
1000s of cities world-wide.
Long an “official” EPA model. 
Now SWMM5 is fully 
maintained by EPA NRMRL.




Now: EPA SWMM5 Web Site
http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/wswrd/wq/models/swmm/ /
Source code for engine (“C”) and GUI (Pascal and Borland 
Delphi), available for free download. 
11024DOC07/71
Storm Water Management Model
Volume I – Final Report
1969-71   SWMM I  Metcalf and Eddy, Inc.;  Water 
Resources Engineers, Inc.; 
University of Florida
Purpose: Quantity and quality simulation for CSO
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control
Unique at the time for funding $350k for software
development.
Replaced (really only provided an alternative as it turns 
out) Q = C i A, unit hydrographs, etc. 
The Original Four Reports, 1971
III User’s Manual IV Program Listing
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I Final Report
II Verification and 
Testing
Input Preparation!




FWPCA SWMM Team, 1969-71
FWPCA: Darwin Wright, Project officer
William Rosenkranz
Metcalf and Eddy, Palo Alto
University of Florida, Gainesville
Water Resources Engineers, Walnut Creek
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Metcalf and Eddy
John Lager, overall PI Dennis Sandretto
Byrne Perry Bill Smith
George Tchobanoglous Charles Tonkin
John Finnemore F.K. Chen
Al Burdoin*





















University of Cincinnati - Bloody Run
City of Philadelphia - Wingohocking
City of San Francisco - Selby Street
District of Columbia - Kingman Lake
A particular effort was made in the original 
SWMM project for verification and testing 
(Vol. II)
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University of Florida and Oregon 
State University, 1971-1992
Wayne Huber Miguel Medina
Jim Heaney Russell Mein*
Doug Ammon Stephan Nix
Brett Cunningham Alan Peltz
Bob Dickinson** Don Pollman













SWMM5, 2001 – now!
EPA CDM
Lew Rossman Bob Dickinson*
Trent Schade Carl Chan
Dan Sullivan Edward  Burgess
*Now with Innovyze
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User Support, List-servers, 
Conferences, Feedback
Bill James – University of Guelph and CHI
Rob James
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Bob Dickinson, Rob James, Mitch Heineman, Bill James, Lew Rossman, 2002
11024DOC07/71
Storm Water Management Model
Volume I – Final Report
1969-71   SWMM I  Metcalf and Eddy, Inc.;  Water 
Resources Engineers, Inc.; 
University of Florida
Purpose: Quantity and quality simulation for CSO
control
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1973 EXTRAN     WRE (Now Camp Dresser & 
McKee Inc.)  (Larry Roesner, 
Bob Shubinski, John Aldrich)
1975  SWMM II           University of Florida
1977  Interim Release  University of Florida, CDM  
(With EXTRAN and continuous simulation)
Arguably the Two Most 
Significant Improvements Prior 
to SWMM5
Extran – Fully dynamic flow routing. Explicit 
solution of Saint Venant equations
Continuous Simulation
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Powerful Hydraulic Routing –
Extran (nee WRE Transport)
• Hydraulics of open and closed conduits
• Based on original SWMM Receiv Model (in turn, 
based on SF Bay Estuary Model)
• Developed for application in San Francisco, 1973
• Contributed to public by CDM in 1977
• A principal attraction of SWMM, esp. open Fortran 
source code!




Follow lead of HSPF (nee Stanford WM) and HEC 
STORM (Roesner et al., 1974)
M&E also had model that fell by the wayside
Optimize using historic precipitation series >
Hourly data since 1948, 15-min data since 1973 (fewer 
stations), 5-min for many stations since 2001
Select historic design events
Select design event on return period of parameter of 
interest, e.g., peak flow, runoff volume, 










































































Miami, 23 yrs of 
15-min rain
< ~5-yr peak     
~5-yr volume >
SWMM Chronology (cont.)
1981 SWMM 3            University of Florida, CDM
~1982 SWMM 3 University of Guelph, first interactive 
version.  Later releases became 
PCSWMM (Bill James, Mark Robinson)
1983      SWMM 3.3          EPA - CEAM (first EPA microcomputer 
release) (Dave Disney)
1988 SWMM 4            University of Florida, CDM (Bob 
Dickinson, UF and Chuck Moore, 
CDM) 
1989-94 SWMM-GIS UF, OSU, CDM (Amanda Zollo, Troy 
Tarbox, T. Gray Curtis, Mitch 
Heineman)
1990s SWMM GUIs MTVE (Mark TenBroek), XP-SWMM 
(Allan Goyen, Geof Thompson, Bob 
Dickinson), Visual SWMM (CAiCE, 
Bob Dickinson), PCSWMM (Bill James, 
Rob James), MIKE-SWMM (DHI)
1994 Windows SWMM EPA OS&T (never operational)
1990s+ Misc. SWMM 4.x OSU and CDM
Some Reasons for SWMM Success 
and Longevity
Original SWMM project ~$350k, big $ in 1969!
Approximately $1.38 M EPA support, 1969-2001, not 
including Windows_SWMM OS&T effort.
Approximately $1.65 M total support, including related 
projects by other agencies.
These two numbers reflect only funds to UF and OSU. 
Private firms, notably CDM, XP Software, and CAiCE have 
contributed large amounts (probably millions of dollars 
worth) of additional support through their projects and 
software development.
Open source code => user feedback!
Most important: Dedicated support from EPA individuals, 
Richard Field et al. 
Just A Sampling of Applications























“If this is so good, why does 
the U.S. give it away?!”
The price is right! (Or, you 
get what you pay for.)
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Portland, OR CSO
Why a SWMM 5?
SWMM remains the most-used urban stormwater and 
combined sewer model in the U.S. Needs 
maintenance, support and updating.
Legacy version 4.x Fortran code grew disorganized 
and with (mal)lingering bugs.
EPA (Lew Rossman) developed completely new, 
“clean” C code and supports it! 
Public domain graphical user interface (GUI) was 
much needed.
“Healthy competition” with good proprietary models.
21st Century Languages, 
20th Century Professors
A personal regret: SWMM5 
programmed in C rather 
than historic Fortran. 
Fortran still often used for 
model engines, e.g., HEC 
legacy code
But even new HEC code is 
in Java.
Sigh…
(JPH: Just use a spreadsheet! ) Rosetta Stone
Old SWMM Structure
 Service Blocks
Rain Temp Statistics Combine Graph
Block Block Block Block Block
Executive Block
Runoff Transport Extran Storage/Treatment
Block Block Block Block
  Computational Blocks
SWMM Structure
            Transfer of data between blocks is via "interface files" (originally, magnetic tapes)




(Some!) Limitations of SWMM
Poorly applicable to large-scale, non-urban watersheds.
Poorly applicable to forested areas or irrigated cropland.
Should not be used with highly aggregated (e.g., daily) rainfall 
data.
Does not include the entire urban water budget, e.g., 
irrigation, water supply. Not a fully integrated urban water 
model.
No sediment transport or erosion routines.
No receiving water quality modeling (as in WASP or HSPF) or 
quality routing in subsurface.
SWMM is an analysis tool, not an automated design tool.
Direct linkages to GIS occur only through proprietary 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs).
Summary: What Led to Where We Are 
with SWMM?
1. SWMM supports EPA and federal programs. Good to have EPA interest, 
mentorship, and technical oversight.
2. Support, financially and professionally from EPA. 
3. Continuity of support. 
4. Continual Improvements (life-long learning?).  Improvements to both the 
SWMM engine and with the introduction of GUIs and all other 
components that contribute to a good model.  EPA continues to support 
this process.  
5. User involvement through publications, conferences, user groups, list-
serves, feedback mechanisms. International cooperation!
6. Improvements have not involved loss of functionality.
7. Open source code, also for GUI. Readable code has enhanced feedback 
process.
8. Legacy of documentation, applications and user community.  Good track 
record.
9. SWMM is not the only game in town. But SWMM has longest and 
perhaps the most successful track record for complex applications to 
urban water quantity and quality problems. 
10.And… •33
In Conclusion
Flaws notwithstanding, SWMM is a great 
model!  We are proud of it!
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